
Breed:  English Bull Terrier      Gender:		 	  Date of Birth:


 Price:    Shipping Cost:		               Date Sold:


	 I, the Buyer do hereby agree to buy the above mentioned canine, and agree to the 
following terms and conditions:


The Canine listed above to be in good health at the time of the sale, and embodies the 
characteristics of the breed named above. This canine is purebred with purebred parents. The 
breeder believe this above described canine to be in good health at the time of delivery. 


The buyer of this canine is to have this Canine examined by a veterinarian within 72 hours from the 
of delivery or pickup. Failure to do so will void this contract and it’s guarantees. If within those 72 
hours the puppy is found to have a life-treating defect, the buyer may return the puppy for Refund 
of purchase price, or a replacement canine. The Buyer has (2) days to notify the breeder of their 
veterinarian’s findings in writing, and the puppy will be returned to the breeder within a reasonable 
time frame(as determined by seller).


FURTHERMORE, NO TREATMENT OR SURGERY SHALL BE DONE ON THE PUPPY UNTIL THE 
SELLER IS CONTACTED AND HAS TIME TO CONFER FOR A SECOND OPINION. In addition, 
the buyer will be responsible for any and all vet costs associated with the puppy. No refunds 
will be given for veterinary costs. 

When the Buyer has decided to return (with defects listed above) and the seller has been notified, 
the puppy must be returned within 7-days from purchase date. The Purchase Price will be 
refunded to the buyer upon returning the puppy with defects. If the Buyer decides to keep the 
puppy in the event of a defect being found (and does not make arrangements to return the puppy), 
the seller no longer has any obligation to replace or refund the puppy at a later date.


In the event of the puppy’s death, the seller can ask for a necropsy to be preformed by a licensed 
veterinarian to determine the cause of death, and the buyer will be responsible for these charges; 
Seller in no way is responsible for payment of this exam, and any other medical or veterinary 
charges. The Buyer is responsible for any expenses  in the return of the canine. 


Under NO CONDITION will the breeder replace or refund this canine when the seller was not 
advised of its being ill beforehand of “putting to sleep” without sellers permission. 


All appropriate shots for the canine’s age have been given, and a record of the vaccination history 
is provided when delivered. The Buyer agrees to maintain the canines health in good condition, 
and to provide yearly examinations, vaccinations, heart-worm, and any other usual procedures to 
ensure good health. The seller has done everything possible to produce healthy sound canines in 
the best way possible.


Houston Bull Terriers 
Adoption Contract



Buyers Name (print)

Buyer’s signature 

Date 

Buyer’s Address

Seller has the right of first refusal to the puppy. If the buyer no longer wants or is able to keep the 
puppy the seller would like to help in finding it a new home!


The seller promises to try to be a lifelong assistant with the puppy’s development, and will be 
available for any advice or questions. Seller cares about all the canines that go on to new homes 
and asks for buyer to call, text or email whenever necessary!


Houston Bull Terriers only guarantees a pet quality canine, and in no way implies or guarantees 
the ability to breed or show the dog. therefore, the seller does not make any guarantees as to the 
canines adult size, weight, hair, coat, skin conditions, temperament, or train-ability of the canine. 


We recommend the canine to be spayed/neutered. We recommend this to be done between the 
age of 8 months to 1.5 yeas old.  

No other guarantees are implied,  and/or expressed that are not explicitly stated on this contract.


The buyer’s signature below indicates that HE/SHE has read, agrees, and understands all the term 
conditions of this contract and adoption agreement.


(713)-447-4952 
www.HoustonBullTerriers.com


